Young People in Peril
The Impact of Today’s Health, Economic and Social Crises on Youth Justice Reform

An Interactive Webinar Program for Journalists and Editors
October-December 2020

Hosted by: The Center on Media, Crime and Justice at John Jay College

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
(ALL TIMES IN EST)

OCT 22  1pm-4 pm  WEBINAR PROGRAM ONE
“Voices for Change”
Speakers: Nate Balis, Annie E Casey Foundation; Tyler Williams, Kansas Youth Advocacy for Change; Hernan Carvente Martinez, Youth First; and others.

OCT 23  1pm-4pm  WEBINAR PROGRAM TWO
“Youth, Racial Justice and the Pandemic”
Speakers: Dominique Nong, Children’s Defense Fund California; David Muhammad, National Institute for Criminal Justice Reform; Marcy Mistrett, Campaign for Youth Justice; and others.
OCT 29 1PM-4:30PM  WEBINAR PROGRAM THREE
“Unfinished Business: Reimagining Youth Justice”
Speakers: Vincent Schiraldi, Columbia Justice Lab; Ricky Watson, National Juvenile Justice Center; Jessica Fierman, Juvenile Law Center; Tyrone Walker, Young Men Emerging; and others.

NOV 5 1pm-4pm  WEBINAR PROGRAM FOUR
“The Politics of Change: Post-Election Outlook”
Speakers: Anne S. Teigen, National Conference of State Legislatures; Gina Vincent, University of Massachusetts Medical School; and others.

NOV 12 1pm-4pm  WEBINAR PROGRAM FIVE
“The Next Frontier: Top Ten Youth Justice Stories to Watch in 2021”
Speakers: Kim Dvorchak, National Association of Counsel for Children; Marcia Rincon-Gallardo, Alianza for Youth Justice; Liz Ryan, Youth First; and others.